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Introduction

In no other context is this old adage, ‘for Wales, see England’, more applicable than in the world of cricket. Unlike virtually any other team sport, Wales have no independent cricketing body, let alone a national side.¹ And whilst this ‘quintessential English game’,² is ‘generally seen as a minority pastime’ in the ‘Celtic fringe’ of Ireland, Scotland and Wales,³ Wales is unique amongst them as having no international representation. Instead, Welsh cricket is organised by the England and Wales Cricket Board, shortened tellingly simply to ‘ECB’.⁴ Wales has no nationwide domestic cricket league, instead having a men’s county, Glamorgan, take part in the English County Championship, a Wales amateur side in the Minor Counties Championship, and a Wales ‘national’ side in the Women’s County Championship.⁵ It is common for Welsh supporters to back the English national side, whether at one of the various England games hosted in Wales,⁶ or further afield.⁷ Further confusion stems from Glamorgan often being framed as a proxy national side,⁸ whilst themselves being firmly opposed to the foundation of an official one.⁹ Considering

⁴ ECB, Raising the Standard (London, 1997).
⁹ Donovon, ‘Owzat, butt!: Should Wales have national cricket teams?’.
Wales’ proud national identity, particularly in a sport context where opposition to the English ‘other’ is a key element, this is almost unthinkable.

Robert Croft, the Welshman capped twenty-one times for England, after having captained his improvised Welsh team to victory over England in a warm-up ODI in 2002, described the feeling of beating England as ‘superb’, though hastened to add that his Welsh team would ‘all be cheering on England’ in their upcoming tri-series. This contradiction, a Welsh side assembled for the benefit of England, captained by a Welshman whose performance ‘made a point to the England selectors’, disparaged by England’s stand-in captain as a ‘glorified county side’, ultimately victorious and yet still performing the role of English cheerleaders, lies at the heart of Welsh cricket. This is hardly surprising, given that the only chance Welsh cricketers have of playing at the highest level is playing for England. But national identity and cricket is complex, with Malcom pointing out that cricket is ‘[ambivalent] to the European concept of the nation-state’, with ‘England’ being analogous to a representative British and Irish side in all but name.

Examinations of Wales’ lack of a cricket team, therefore, intersect with questions of national identity, as sport history does generally. Martin Johnes, for instance, states that sport is a ‘perfect vehicle through which collective ideas of nationhood can be expressed’, and that ‘for many people in the so-called Celtic fringes of Britain, it is one of the few pieces of tangible evidence that their nation exists’, which only makes the virtual invisibility of Wales in cricket more intriguing.

---

13 Angus, ‘Croft’s class exposes England’s inadequacy’, p. 30.
16 Johnes, “Every day when I wake up I thank the Lord I’m Welsh”: Sport and national identity in post-war Wales’, p. 52.
especially considering that cricket has, historically, been one of the most popular Welsh past-times. But the topic's complexity makes it a worthwhile one, with the abundance of pre-existing literature regarding these themes making comparison all the more interesting.

That being said, however, sport history in Wales has tended to focus more often on football\(^\text{19}\) and (particularly) rugby union,\(^\text{20}\) owing to their superior popularity and more visible sporting cultures. On the other hand, though there is plenty of literature dealing with cricket in Britain, this is almost always exclusively focused on England, with Wales being mentioned only as a footnote. There are exceptions, notably Andrew Hignell's works,\(^\text{21}\) but essentially, as Lewis describes, there is an 'almost total absence of Welsh cricket literature'.\(^\text{22}\) Beneficially, however, what little that does exist approaches the topic from various angles. Johnes, for instance, contrasts cricket with wider Welsh sporting culture, observing that rugby's popularity is partly due to its stars of the 1970s being 'amateurs, still mostly working and living in Wales, [keeping] them rooted in the society that worshipped them',\(^\text{23}\) in stark contrast to the elite origins of cricket. Johnes also notes the quite hostile anti-English sentiment in the support of the Welsh national rugby and football teams,\(^\text{24}\) which is sorely lacking in cricket. Another approach taken is from historians viewing Welsh culture more broadly,\(^\text{25}\) which helps to contextualise cricket as a Welsh activity.

\(^{18}\) Morgan, Rebirth of a Nation: Wales 1880-1980, p. 347.
\(^{22}\) Lewis quoted in Malcolm, 'Cricket and the Celtic Nations', p. 92.
\(^{23}\) Johnes, "Every day when I wake up I thank the Lord I'm Welsh": Sport and national identity in post-war Wales', p. 54.
\(^{24}\) Johnes, "Every day when I wake up I thank the Lord I'm Welsh": Sport and national identity in post-war Wales', p. 54, 58.
\(^{25}\) See Morgan, Rebirth of a Nation: Wales 1880-1980, and Peter Stead, 'Popular culture', in Post-War Wales, ed. by Gareth Elwyn Jones and Trevor Herbert (Cardiff, 1995).
Though these sources, approaching Welsh cricket from differing angles, are illuminating, they again demonstrate that this is a topic littered with complexity. Therefore, with all available research on the topic of Welsh cricket insufficient in answering why Wales has no international representation, and what this says about Welsh national identity, further examination is required. The answers to this question are rooted in history, and so it is vital that this includes the origins of cricket in Wales, how its elitist nature has impacted the sport’s relationship with Welshness, the changing popularity of cricket in Wales throughout the 20th century, the role that Glamorgan has played in Wales’ cricketing culture, the differences to the cultures of rugby and football, and the modern calls for a Welsh national cricket side, as well as its opposition, in order to truly understand what Wales’ lack of a national cricket team can tell us about its national identity.

Chapter One: Origins of Welsh cricket

Cricket, the oldest organised team sport in Wales, has been played in the nation since at least the 18th century, though its exact origins are unknown. Hignell traces its roots to 17th and 18th century games, like ‘bando’ and ‘trap-cat’, with the earliest instances of Welsh cricket likely taking place in ‘pre-industrial […] market towns and other locations where regular or annual gatherings took place’.26 But if Welsh cricket’s origins are rooted in community fairs and folk festivals, its organised form that emerged towards the end of the 18th century would prove different. Wales’ first recorded cricket match was played in Carmarthenshire in 1783, for prize-money of fifty guineas. The match’s organiser was J.G. Philipps, a Welsh gentleman who had spent most of his life amidst English high society.27 The match was advertised in the Hereford Journal, perhaps implying that the contest was more than a simple local affair, and was described as being contested between

---

26 Andrew Hignell, Cricket in Wales: An Illustrated History (Cardiff, 2008), p. 3.
27 Hignell, Cricket in Wales: An Illustrated History, p. 4.
‘Gentlemen’ of the east and west of the county. 28 Bairner and Malcom state that the Welsh landed gentry played a ‘crucial’ part in the origins of Welsh cricket, with their adoption of the sport ‘an integral part of a wider anglicization process’. 29 Furthermore, Fahad Mustafa, whilst examining the ‘Indianization’ of cricket, states that the sport was initially a ‘preserve’ of both the ‘English and South Welsh elite classes’. 30 Notably, the game also took place in South Wales, reflecting that there existed a less ‘thriving cricketing scene’ in the North. 31 This match, then, is emblematic of Welsh cricket for much of its early recorded history, being played mostly as elite entertainment, particularly amongst South Walian gentlemen attempting to integrate themselves into the English upper echelons.

Fittingly, and partially thanks to transport improvements in Wales, Welsh cricket clubs began organising exhibition matches against English ‘touring teams of star professionals’, which organised considered ‘measures of civic pride’. 32 In 1855 a local paper described the first such match as ‘an epoch from which we shall hereafter have to date the progress of south Wales to a higher elevation in the noble art of cricketing’. 33 The match ended in a stalemate, but, following numerous similar attempts, a South Wales side was eventually victorious against English opponents in 1859. 34 Subsequently the South Wales Cricket Club was formed that year, becoming the first ‘regional team to represent the Principality’. 35 However, as most organised cricket was, the club was mainly used for gentlemen to find entertainment amongst their peers, the side consisting largely of those ‘educated at English public schools who had the time and money to play cricket outside Wales’, with annual club

---

32 Hignell, *Cricket in Wales: An Illustrated History*, p. 36.
33 Quoted in Hignell, *Cricket in Wales: An Illustrated History*, p. 37.
35 Hignell, *Cricket in Wales: An Illustrated History*, p. 41.
trips to London offering ‘social and political opportunities, and [helping] to confirm the amateur’s belief in the gentry’s role in cricket’s development in Wales’. There is the sense that the elite viewed cricket as belonging to them, that they were its custodians. The club was largely unsuccessful on their travels, however, though they did secure the first ever Welsh victory at Lord’s, the ‘home of cricket’, against the MCC in 1861. The upper-class nature of the club is clear from the photograph of the side after this victory, with players donning bowties and bowler hats, along with pristine cricket whites, perhaps reflecting that this triumph was more likely to be seen as a respectful contest between peers, rather than a truly Welsh victory over English counterparts.

Despite this, South Wales was part of wider efforts to increase competitiveness in the region, culminating in the 1864 establishment of Wales’ first county side, Carmarthenshire. Founded with lofty ambitions, the side quickly became the first Welsh side to play overseas, touring Ireland in 1865. This club was also prone to elitism, however, with its official rules prohibiting the admission of ‘tradesmen or any of the working class’. Though demonstrating that cricket was still firmly a game of gentlemen, the fact that the rules had to explicitly state this might, conversely, suggest that there was interest from the lower-classes to take part. However, an absence of contemporary reporting on lower-class cricket, or other forms of surviving primary sources, obfuscates the extent of this interest. Regardless, clearly organised cricket not only belonged to the Welsh elite, but they were also carefully guarding it. One reason for this might be how organised games, particularly cricket, were perceived by the elite in this period. Mustafa, for instance, states that they

36 Hignell, Cricket in Wales: An Illustrated History, p. 42.
37 The Marylebone Cricket Club, or MCC, is the most important cricket club in the world, with the club having been responsible for the Laws of Cricket since 1787, as well as having played a large role for the creation of the ICC, and were (until 1977) tasked with organising England tours overseas.
40 Quoted in Hignell, Cricket in Wales: An Illustrated History, p. 51.
were considered essential in public schooling, thanks to the firm belief that ‘physical education shaped the moral character of an individual’.  

An early 20th century headmaster of Harrow stated that ‘discipline and loyalty […] have been less clearly marked in the lower than higher social classes; and the reason is the deficiency of organised games’.  

This may have been a call to bestow organised sports upon the working-class, similar to industrialists of the 1870s who, in arranging workingmen’s clubs, believed that ‘by shaping working-class values and providing edifying recreation, they were preventing industrial society from denigrating into anarchy’.  

It is equally possible, however, that the elite of this period (such as the gentlemen of Carmarthenshire) were instead glad for this difference in character, perhaps even believing that the lower-classes were simply unsuitable for games altogether.  

Organised cricket being exclusive may well explain its lack of popularity in Wales, but it should be noted that this attitude extended beyond Britain itself, with sport utilised throughout the Empire in an effort to ‘disseminate the gospel of athleticism’, resulting in ‘vigour and manliness’ being transferred to the ‘lazy native’.  

Cricket was particularly special to Victorians in this regard, as they glorified it as embodying the ‘English system of manners, ethics, and morals’. Essentially, they hoped that by forcing ‘less civilised’ peoples in the British Empire to play cricket, with all its supposed virtues, that eventually their cultures would come to replicate British society, knitting the Empire further together as a result.  

But whilst cricket became wildly popular across the British Empire, this was not so in Wales. The crucial difference, despite cricket originating with the ruling British elite in both cases, is that cricket was introduced abroad specifically for native people’s ‘benefit’, who were therefore heavily encouraged to play it. Meanwhile, in Wales, the landed elite

---

41 Mustafa, ‘Cricket and globalization: global processes and the imperial game’, p. 323.  
42 Quoted in Mustafa, ‘Cricket and globalization: global processes and the imperial game’, p. 323.  
43 Hignell, Cricket in Wales: An Illustrated History, p. 69.  
44 Keith Sandiford quoted in Mustafa, ‘Cricket and globalization: global processes and the imperial game’, p. 323.  
45 Mustafa, ‘Cricket and globalization: global processes and the imperial game’, p. 322.
had little reason to share the sport. As noted, their reason for taking up cricket was to integrate themselves with the English elite, and allowing, let alone encouraging, the lower-classes in Wales to partake would have only been detrimental to this end. Crucially, as Mustafa notes, not only was cricket encouraged amongst native populations abroad, but this 'elite English game' was in turn 'appropriated' by them, and 'incorporated into their own cultural worlds'.

Though cricket originated as a folk game within the 'cultural world' of Welsh people, its organised counterpart being a reserve of the elite meant that there was little chance of this occurring in Wales.

Even in parts of the British Empire where proselytizing missions did not occur, i.e. settler colonies, cricket had another advantage. Mandle states that 'cricket provided the vehicle for an emerging Australian nationalism', enabling the 'peripheral colony' to 'thrash the motherland'. Whilst Wales' rugby and football sides provided the chance to both defeat England at its own game, something which continues to take on massive cultural importance today, and to show Welsh strength on the world stage against others, there was no national cricket side. Johnes labels Wales' 1905 rugby victory against New Zealand a 'defining moment in Welsh cultural history; the beginning of the popular relationship between rugby and Welsh national identity that has endured until today'. Without an equivalent side, there was simply no opportunity for cricket to gain this sort of cultural recognition. After that victory, one jubilant contemporary writer declared that 'Gallant little Wales' had 'produced sons of strong determination, invincible stamina, resolute, mentally keen, physically sound', demonstrating another important aspect of Welsh national

---

48 Johnes, “Every day when I wake up I thank the Lord I'm Welsh”: Sport and national identity in post-war Wales’, p. 54, 58.
identity: a small nation punching above its weight. Famously evoked by David Lloyd George’s 1914 ‘little five-foot-five nations’ speech in order to encourage more Welsh people to enlist in WWI, the fact that clear connections can be made between this concept and Wales’ rugby exploits only heightened its appeal. Essentially, just as cricket had with indigenous peoples abroad, rugby had become incorporated into the Welsh people’s ‘cultural world’. By contrast, cricket was largely seen as an English elitist sport, with any enthusiasm existing only within these parameters, as an opportunity for Welsh gentlemen to partake in this cultural sphere, essentially the opposite of ‘Gallant little Wales’.

Notably, the 1905 triumph against New Zealand was also hailed as evidence of the superiority of the Celtic race, with the same correspondent stating that the Welsh players ‘embodied the best manhood of the race’, specifically noting ‘the great quality of defence and attack in the Welsh race […] traced to the training of the early period when powerful enemies drove them to their mountain fortresses’. Interestingly, this logic was also used to explain Welsh cricket’s unpopularity, with Reverend W. Edwyn Jones, in a 1929 article for The Welsh Outlook, responding to a letter attributing the slow growth of Welsh cricket to the ‘psychology of the Celtic people’. Jones, a clear Welsh cricket enthusiast, is inclined to agree, noting that the ‘temperamental side’ of cricket is unappealing to the ‘active and restless trait in the character of the Welsh’, whilst ‘football appeals to the Celt because he is able to fight at close quarters’. Jones even blames this for cricket’s unpopularity in North Wales, stating that ‘our ancestors in the North were especially skilled at close quarters in the use of the lance; the South Wales arm was pre-eminently the bow’. Craig Owen Jones has a less sensationalist theory, stating that ‘subtle differences in social

54 Jones, ‘Cricket in Wales’, p. 246.
structure, as well as economic differences and the poorly developed road and rail network’ were at fault, despite the abundance of clubs in the region.\textsuperscript{55}

Although ideas of racial predispositions to particular sports are simply untrue, the concept does have historical foundations, with Jones drawing on Norman classifications of native Celts as ‘barbaric’ peoples, with the Welsh being considered bloodthirsty and violent,\textsuperscript{56} yet also undisciplined and lazy.\textsuperscript{57} The medieval scholar Gerald of Wales, directly cited by Jones, stated that the Welsh, ‘through their rebelliousness, bloodthirstiness, and perjury’, exhibited ‘barbarous mores’.\textsuperscript{58} This characterisation, of a restless and violent people, stands in stark contrast to cricket as upheld by Victorians, and may have been a factor (conscious or not) in the Welsh being discouraged from the sport. This is reminiscent of views towards native peoples abroad, similarly deemed inherently incompatible with the ‘essentially Anglo-Saxon’ sport of cricket,\textsuperscript{59} but testament to the cricketing skill that was subsequently shown to exist worldwide, clearly Celtic people are not unsuited to cricket by nature. There may be some truth, however, in Welsh people being drawn to more combative sports, such as football and rugby, simply because it was expected. As Johnes notes, ‘such alleged national characteristics may have only been grounded in a distinctly limited reality but they formed part of a very real patriotism’.\textsuperscript{60} And Welsh people (as well as the lower-classes) being deemed unsuitable for, and discouraged from, cricket, would naturally result in cricket appearing elitist, making them less likely to partake, causing a self-perpetuating cycle. Exclusion, therefore, is vital in explaining the relative lack of

\textsuperscript{55} Craig Owen Jones, ‘The development of cricket in North-West Wales, c.1840–1870’, p. 513.
\textsuperscript{57} Davies, ‘English Synopsis: The Manners and Morals of the Welsh’, p. 177.
\textsuperscript{58} Robert Bartlett, \textit{Gerald of Wales: A Voice of the Middle Ages}, 2nd edn (Stroud, 2006 [1982]).
\textsuperscript{60} Johnes, “Every day when I wake up I thank the Lord I’m Welsh”: Sport and national identity in post-war Wales’, p. 54.
enthusiasm for Welsh cricket, despite the game being a popular pastime in Wales for hundreds of years.

Despite this, however, there were pushes for change towards the tail-end of the 19th century. ‘Old Stager’, for instance, was scathing in his 1886 critique of the ‘miserable cliqueism that at present marks the management of our leading clubs’.

South Wales (having remained ‘parochial and elitist’ since their formation) duly proved this, with officials unanimously voting to cease operations that same year, after losing all of their annual fixtures. In its place there was determination to establish a true Welsh county side, with one 1887 correspondent to the South Wales Daily News stating that ‘it is a well-admitted fact that cricket is far in arrears in South Wales’, with a potential county club providing a ‘goal of ambition for local players to strive at’.

They also countered claims that ‘South Wales takes no interest in cricket’, blaming the ‘inferior quality’ and ‘mediocrity’ of the region’s cricket, stating that there is still ‘plenty of it’, and that ‘local clubs are many, and some of them exhibit keenness for the game’.

Fittingly, Hignell calls this ‘a time when more people were playing cricket in the region than at any other period in the nation’s history’, with only ‘a representative cricket team’ lacking, proving that, even despite the sport’s elitist status, there was always passion at the grassroots level, passion which was soon to be utilised.

---

62 Hignell, Cricket in Wales: An Illustrated History, p. 74.
Chapter Two: Glamorgan, a Welsh national team?

One official of the newly formed Glamorgan County Cricket Club wrote in 1887 that ‘everyone who takes an interest in cricket will have a voice in starting the club’, with constituent clubs ‘entitled to send delegates to act on this committee according to the number of their members’. Though this seems unambiguously positive, the official also stated that ‘no one can affirm that it is exclusive; on the contrary, it is too inclusive, if anything’. It is notable that the official was, just like ‘Old Stager’ the year before, writing in the South Wales Daily News, a paper advocating ‘Welsh Liberal politics’. This may imply that altruism was not the main motivation behind exposing Welsh cricket to the – as yet untapped – potential of the lower-classes, even to a target audience that was (theoretically) more inclined to support progress and equality in cricket, with a more representative side essentially a necessary by-product of the true goal: increased competitiveness. Fittingly, perhaps, Glamorgan’s principle founders were J.T.D Llewelyn and J.P. Jones, the former a ‘symbol of the established order and the gentry who had first played the game’, the latter representing the ‘dynamism and energy of the middle classes of Victorian Wales’. Crucially, both were committed to broadening access to cricket, with Llewelyn, in his letter organising the meeting at which Glamorgan was created, stating that ‘it is essential that the meeting should be thoroughly representative of cricket in the county’. Hignell described their goals being ‘assisted by a tidal wave of nationalistic feelings which had swept across the booming industrial centres during the 1880s’, alongside the National Eisteddfod Society and Welsh Rugby Union (with Llewelyn fittingly also president of the latter). But despite Glamorgan perhaps signifying a more representative and culturally Welsh cricket, the club ultimately had ‘long-term goals of being admitted into the first-class [English] County

68 Hignell, Cricket in Wales: An Illustrated History, p. 75.
69 Quoted in Hignell, Cricket in Wales: An Illustrated History, p. 76.
70 Hignell, Cricket in Wales: An Illustrated History, p. 75.
Championship, and to stage [an England] Test Match'. Their first such bid for the latter
was in 1905, though they ultimately failed in their attempt to host an Ashes Test versus
Australia. Interestingly, Glamorgan’s pitch to the MCC highlighted the club’s ‘similarities
with England, rather stressing the nation and the differences’, Hignell calling this the
‘Achilles heel in [their] presentation’, pointing out that a ‘tub-thumping speech from
Llewelyn, full of Welsh passion and pride, might have been better’. Their caution was
understandable given that the MCC are ‘an inherently conservative and traditionally
minded body’, and Glamorgan were neither English nor yet a first-class county, but it could
also indicate that Glamorgan were reluctant to fully embrace their Welshness. Regardless,
the MCC were impressed, and gave Glamorgan the consolation prize of hosting the touring
Australians. The Australian captain, after their draw against the South Wales XI, declared
that his side ‘could not have played before a fairer or more enthusiastic crowd of
spectators’, and were ‘keen on playing a Test Match at Cardiff’. Glamorgan are far from
the only county side to play such matches, with touring nations commonly preparing to face
England by warming up against domestic teams, but with Glamorgan being the only Welsh
county their matches naturally take on an international feel.

After interruptions to their first-class aspirations due to WWI, Glamorgan were finally
successful in their bid to join the County Championship in 1921, and though Morgan
states they ‘aroused somewhat limited interest at first beyond the coastal ports of Swansea
and Cardiff’, they played their debut match in front of ‘a large attendance of spectators’.

---

76 The Daily Telegraph, ‘Glamorgan’s First-Class Debut’, 19 May 1921, p. 9. Available at https://go-gale-
with the ecstatic crowd running onto the field after Glamorgan claimed victory.\textsuperscript{77} Despite this, Morgan notes that football was more popular, even in Swansea and Cardiff, whilst rugby ‘continued to capture far more support amongst the sporting population of south Wales’.\textsuperscript{78} Still, Glamorgan’s successes led to a surge in Welsh cricket’s appeal, with Hignell noting that there was ‘much talk about the possibility of having a representative Welsh side’.\textsuperscript{79} Subsequently, the North Wales Cricket Association and Welsh Cricket Union (WCU) were formed in 1924 and 1927 respectively, resulting in Jones stating that ‘Wales is now considered a representative country’.\textsuperscript{80} Indeed, the WCU had lofty ambitions, arranging international matches against test-playing nations, Wales beating the West Indies in 1928\textsuperscript{81} and losing narrowly to South Africa in 1929,\textsuperscript{82} eventually aiming to make Wales a full international side. This, coincidentally, helped convince Glamorgan to support the organisation, as it would potentially land Glamorgan a Test match.\textsuperscript{83} However, Welsh cricketing independence would see Glamorgan unable to remain in the County Championship, and, considering their struggle to join in the first place, inevitably caused friction.\textsuperscript{84} Following 1928 complaints from WCU President G.E. Rowlands that Glamorgan, despite being ‘expected to release players for Wales when required’, had not avoided fixture clashes (specifically with the West Indies match), Glamorgan’s general committee chairman stated that ‘Glamorgan was Glamorgan and was not subservient to the Welsh

\textsuperscript{77} Glamorgan Cricket Archives, The jubilant crowd congratulate the Glamorgan team after their fairytales start at the Arms Park against Sussex. Available at https://glamorgancricketarchives.com/2020/05/04/match-of-the-season-1921/, Accessed 7 May 2022.
\textsuperscript{78} Morgan, Rebirth of a Nation: Wales 1880-1980, p. 237.
\textsuperscript{79} Hignell, Cricket in Wales: An Illustrated History, p. 113.
\textsuperscript{80} Jones, Cricket in Wales, p. 247.
\textsuperscript{84} Hignell, Cricket in Wales: An Illustrated History, p. 114.
Cricket Union or anybody else'. Rowlands, disputing claims of WCU interference, was apparently simply ‘anxious [from a national point of view] that Wales should be as well prepared in their International matches as other countries’. For many within Glamorgan, their club’s prosperity came before any desire for Welsh cricketing independence. Regardless, the WCU’s fixtures were quietly ceased in the 1930s, thanks to ‘modest finances and limited playing resources’, and Wales’ fleeting representation on the international stage was over.

While this might suggest that Glamorgan held little interest in their Welshness, this was not necessarily the case. Morgan, for instance, attributes much of the increasing popularity of Welsh cricket post-WWII to Glamorgan, ‘consisting almost wholly of local players under the captaincy of Wilfred Wooller, a famous pre-war rugby international’, winning the 1948 County Championship, with Morgan even stating that ‘some of the enthusiasm traditionally linked with rugby was now associated with “the Welsh cricket team”’. Here Glamorgan conflated directly with a national team, one even capturing some of the zeal that rugby had until now monopolised, though Morgan indicates that this was fairly localised to Cardiff and Swansea. Regardless, some might point out that Glamorgan have little claim to represent Welshness, given that they are deeply embedded within English domestic sport, but crucially they are far from alone in this regard, with fans of Cardiff City, Swansea City and Wrexham preferring to partake in the English Football League, reaping rewards of increased competition and finance, than go it alone. Conveniently, Johnes notes that for these fans ‘playing in an English rather than Welsh league, with all its opportunities to taunt and beat the English ‘other’, is actually a way of declaring one’s Welshness’. But whilst for these fans this means frequent chants of ‘England’s full of shit’, Glamorgan fans would be

---

88 Johnes, “Every day when I wake up I thank the Lord I’m Welsh”: Sport and national identity in post-war Wales’, p. 61.
unlikely to engage in such hostility. This may represent a weakness in Welsh cricketing nationalism, but this level of anti-Englishness may be unique to football culture, which Johnes states ‘celebrates and even creates rivalries, hatreds and divides’.

In any case, Glamorgan’s supporters certainly take similar pride in their Welshness, with the side, on their return home after their 1948 County Championship victory, greeted by ‘thousands of Welsh people, among them women and children, cheering and singing the Welsh national anthem’. The Daily Telegraph’s correspondent cited the ‘zeal and fervour behind all’ as ‘[turning] the scales’, though regretted that Glamorgan sealed their title away from Cardiff’s ‘true Celtic crowd’. Likewise, when Glamorgan did finally seal a County Championship title in Cardiff in 1969, their supporters ‘came in their thousands’ and sang “Land of My Fathers”, before ‘[invading] the pavilion and [singing] the Welsh national anthem’, with Times reporter John Woodcock noting that, aside from their three overseas players, all bar one of Glamorgan’s cricketers were ‘of the principality’. Glamorgan’s latest County Championship victory in 1997 was similarly greeted by supporters bursting into ‘enthusiastic renderings of Bread of Heaven and the Welsh national anthem’. It is clear that Glamorgan are no normal county side, with Scyld Berry arguing that Glamorgan ‘was different in kind from anything else in England’, with their players being ‘born in Wales, short and stocky. [speaking] Welsh in the field, [fielding] brilliantly, 

---

93 Woodcock, ‘Glamorgan are undefeated champions’, p. 6.
and [bowling] a lot more spin than other counties’. Berry is an English journalist, so is likely embellishing these traits for dramatic effect, but there is still a lingering impression that Glamorgan are, to some at least, the ‘other’. Appropriately, Graham Otway, reporting in The Times, declared that the ‘all-embracing feeling of hwyl – Welsh national pride and passion – […] has to be counted as a crucial element’ in the side’s 1997 victory, with Robert Croft famously stating that ‘playing for England is like playing for the British Lions, while playing for Glamorgan is playing for Wales’. Notably, Croft only likens England to the Lions, but his statement regarding Glamorgan and Wales is declarative. For many, there is no ambiguity: Glamorgan is the national side of Wales. Fittingly, Berry also noted that ‘if [Glamorgan] players seldom shone […] when selected to represent England, Welsh nationalism fired them up against touring teams […] as when they defeated the Australians of 1964’. As Croft remarked three decades later, there is the sense that, despite the honour, playing for England does not elicit the same national pride as it does for Glamorgan.

The 1964 victory against Australia was significant for another reason, as it was played only a mile from that year’s National Eisteddfod, the ‘premier cultural festival’ of Wales. The Western Mail observed that ‘Welshmen from all parts of the world poured into the town by road, rail and air’ for its opening, with ‘Red dragons and three-feather motifs [welcoming] visitors along the flag-festooned approaches to Singleton Park’. This celebration of Welsh culture may not be the most obvious source of support for cricket, but Stead states that ‘Eisteddfod compère, broadcaster Alun Williams, did his best to link the two events, combining his introductions in the eisteddfod pavilion with the latest cricket score’, with Williams even stating that ‘I am going to speak English.

---
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tonight because I want to welcome the teams. The all-Welsh rule does not come into force strictly speaking until tomorrow’. This moment was notable, with the Eisteddfod ‘championing’ Welsh as part of its aimed ‘revival of Welsh culture’, and its strict Welsh-only policy being enforced since 1950. When Glamorgan achieved victory over Australia two days later, Western Mail correspondents described their players as ‘Welsh cricketing heroes’, with the crowd ‘gathering round the pavilion and solemnly sang the national anthem in thanks for a great victory’. The patriotism from Glamorgan fans is familiar, but, notably, Glamorgan were not only considered the Welsh national side in a cricketing context, but also here, at the epicentre of Wales’ cultural world, having transcended cricket, and representing Wales as a whole. This, then, may offer one explanation for a national side’s absence: that, for many, there was no need for one when Glamorgan already existed.

On the other hand, undermining this theory somewhat is the lack of a Wales and England rivalry in cricket. Glamorgan may have acted like a national side, playing fixtures against international counterparts and representing a great source of national, but one thing they lacked was the ability to challenge (and defeat) England itself. Their international competitors were almost always visiting overseas sides playing county side (like Glamorgan) as part of their tour of England. This creates the sense, therefore, that in cricketing terms, England is effectively Glamorgan’s nation. This is particularly interesting given that the Welsh national rivalry with England, both in football and (particularly) rugby, takes on tremendous importance. For instance, during the 20th century, when Welsh nationalism ‘was not generally separatist in character’, Johnes notes that rugby union provided the ‘perfect vehicle [as] an opportunity to get one over the English neighbour without any of the uncertainties or extremities of a political movement. Conversely, he observes that during the 1960s, which saw ‘a growth in political nationalism in Wales’, fans
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became ‘more overtly nationalistic’, with ‘Free Wales Army T-shirts visible in the crowd and the concerted booing of ‘God Save the Queen’. In a sense then, the Wales and England national rivalry reflects wider Welsh society as a whole, being moulded by, and itself coming to define, the Welsh national identity. With this element completely lacking in a cricketing sense, it may explain the lack of some of the Welsh passion for cricket that is traditionally associated with rugby and football.

Another point to consider is that, as mentioned, overseas players became permitted to play for county sides in the 1960s. Morgan observes, despite this sense that Glamorgan became a ‘Welsh national team’ following WWII, that the side was later ‘afforced by Pakistanis and West Indians of great skill’. This did not discourage Welsh pride surrounding Glamorgan, however, with their supporters serenading their superstar Pakistani fast bowler Waquer Younis with chants of ‘Waquer is a Welshman’, following his crucial role in the 1997 victory. Attitudes were not always so hospitable, however, with Johnes noting that in 1934 ‘racial attitudes’ (regarding his West Indian heritage) left Billy Boston’s ambitions to ‘play cricket for Glamorgan and rugby for Wales’ in tatters. Attitudes had potentially become more accepting following WWII, but this was not necessarily the case. In a 1969 satirical article responding to the new rule allowing overseas players, Glamorgan captain Tony Lewis imagined a ‘Powellite dystopia’ in the year 2000, including a ‘Free Wales XI’ consisting of ‘four Indians, three West Indians, a West African, a Pakistani and an [sic] Chinaman’. Interestingly, to Tony Lewis, a Welsh
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Glamorgan captain (though one who did later become England captain and MCC chair), the idea of a ‘Free Wales XI’ is the subject of ridicule, even horror, as is a future where overseas players have effectively replaced white British cricketers. In a sense, these two concepts are intrinsically linked, as parts of an inevitable, yet inconceivable, future that will destroy cricket’s soul. Glamorgan, even in a period in which it had become ‘the Welsh team’, was still, in a sense, diametrically opposed to this concept. Then Glamorgan club secretary (and former captain) Wilfred Wooller was similarly concerned, advising the club that ‘one must bear in mind that British cricketers must be protected and developed’.110 For Wooller, the importance of producing British cricketers, who he presumably hoped would eventually play for England, was a higher priority than strengthening Glamorgan. Ironically, Glamorgan would win the County Championship that year thanks, in part, to their overseas players, simultaneously receiving acclaim for their Welsh spirit.111 But, as society progressed, overseas players playing for Glamorgan went from something to be resisted, something damaging to the status quo that many in the county were content with, to another potential manifestation of ‘Welshness’.

Interestingly, this parallels the debate regarding Welsh rugby in the 1990s, with coach Graham Henry introducing ‘players whose Welsh heritage was remote and sometimes somewhat dubious’ to the national side, culminating in the ‘Grannygate scandal’, when ‘the Welsh ancestry of [two] capped players, both from New Zealand, was proved false’. Johnes asks: ‘did victory matter more than a team that represented the nation in a meaningful way?’.112 This is particularly relevant because of Wales’ identity, especially in a rugby context, as a small national side punching above its weight, rooted in its nation’s working-class communities, in stark contrast to its arrogant English neighbours.113 And yet
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Glamorgan, a side with no actual obligation of including Welsh players at all, came to represent Wales as a nation, whilst simultaneously eschewing this strict nationalism. But, more recently, Berry has argued that Glamorgan, due to their reliance on South African-born players, have lost their Welsh identity.114 While Tony Lewis claimed that his side ‘did all our sledging in Welsh’,115,116 today the county’s second language is ‘more likely to be Afrikaans’. This, Berry says, ‘is not Welsh cricket’, despite overseas players’ skill.117 Clearly there is a fine line between Welshness being open and accepting, and forfeiture of a proud Celtic identity, making Glamorgan less distinguishable from English counties. Perhaps this stems from the fact that Glamorgan are, ultimately, not Wales, with their burden to represent the whole nation within the English game too great, particularly when their own successes are naturally their first priority. It may, therefore, be questioned whether Wales can ever truly be represented whilst Glamorgan are included in English cricket.

Chapter Three: Cricket in post-devolution Wales

On 19 September 1997 Wales voted in favour of devolution. Two days later Glamorgan had won their third County Championship. Sunday Times reporter Graham Otway described the latter cause for ‘the Welsh nation [to celebrate] for the second time in 48 hours’.118 Considering the narrow margin of the referendum (with results uncertain until the final declaration119), it was
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unlikely to be a unanimous cause of Welsh delight. Otway, then, not only equates Glamorgan with Wales, but their support with the type of (arguably contentious) nationalism that would effectively distance itself from England. Otway may simply have been conveying the jubilation of Glamorgan’s victory without deeper political implication, but it neatly demonstrates that Glamorgan is inextricably linked to Welsh patriotism. This is truer than ever post-devolution, with Holden noting that, in an effort to secure ‘renewed economic strength’ in a period of Wales ‘[lagging] behind the rest of the United Kingdom’ economically, Wales has ‘sought to project itself through a range of popular cultural spheres’, especially sport. It is puzzling, then, with Welsh nationalism notably on the rise, that calls for a national team have remained fairly muted. This is especially peculiar with Wales alone amongst their neighbours as being unrepresented internationally, with Scotland, Jersey and Guernsey all being ICC associate members, and Ireland a full Test-playing nation since 2017. And with Wales arguably the nation with the richest cricketing pedigree of all, many rightfully ask why Wales too cannot follow their lead, with the campaign for a Welsh team having been supported by ‘representatives of the Labour, Liberal Democrats and Plaid Cymru parties in Wales and from the Scottish National Party’. Subsequently a petition, with 187 signatures, was put forward to the Senedd calling on the Welsh Assembly Government (WAG) to ‘support the establishment of a Welsh international cricket team’, resulting in an extensive report on the topic, with views collected from all sides. Glamorgan were opposed, fearing lost ECB revenue, also stating that ‘the best that Wales could  
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hope for would be to battle it out with Ireland, Scotland, Kenya and so on every four years to try to get a place in the World Cup’. 127 This was also the view of Cricket Wales128, who deemed a national side ‘neither reasonable or feasible’. The ECB were less outwardly opposed, offering to support ‘the democratic decision and preferences expressed by cricketers in Wales’.129 This makes sense given that any definitive statement from the ECB would appear to be flagrant English overlordship of Welsh cricket, whereas their affiliated organisations justify their positions using their Welshness.

Though little came of this report, subsequently, in 2018, then First Minister Carwyn Jones stated that he would ‘like to see us represented internationally […] as long as, of course, there’s no financial hit on Glamorgan’. 130 Despite his diplomacy, Glamorgan consider any arrangement involving a Welsh national side unworkable, with chief executive Hugh Morris declaring that ‘while it is an easy thing to say we should have a Welsh cricket team and I completely understand as a proud Welshman myself, financially it does not make any sense whatsoever’. 131 Glamorgan tend to continuously walk this line, both fiercely proud of their Welsh identity but also adamant of their complete dependency on the ECB. Bairner and Malcom note, perhaps unsurprisingly, that many Welsh cricket fans ‘resent the power exerted by Glamorgan’.132 Glamorgan chairman Paul Russell evoked a similar sentiment following the ECB’s 2006 announcement that Cardiff would host a 2009 Ashes match, which he affirmed was a ‘great day not only for Welsh cricket but also
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Wales’. Indeed the WAG backed their bid, mainly due to ‘research commissioned by UK Sport suggesting that Test cricket could boost a local economy by over £1 million a day’, as well as the prospect of ‘[keeping] the names of Cardiff and Wales on the world stage’, after the city’s string of notable sporting events. As a result of this political support, the club’s bid took a ‘Team Wales’ approach, which Russell stated was critical to its success. The WAG backing Glamorgan, quite content to maintain the status quo rather than pursue a Welsh national side, may highlight the uniqueness of Welsh cricket’s situation and the unlikelihood of change, but, as noted, the phenomenon of Welsh incorporation within wider British sporting context is not unique. Holden states that ‘Wales and Welsh individuals [are] content, in the most part, to reconcile themselves with Wales’s Britishness’, including the British and Irish Lions’ status as the ‘pinnacle achievement’ for Welsh rugby players, and the ‘lack of burning desire for Wales to extricate itself from the continuing existence of the UK sporting umbrella and the Olympic movement’. This may also paint the WAG’s continuing support to Glamorgan in a different light, perhaps saying more about Welsh identity generally being content with its Britishness, rather than just in a cricketing context.

But during this period Wales were not without representation altogether. As noted, a makeshift men’s side famously defeated England in a 2002 ODI, and that same year a women’s Welsh national team was founded. Wales even hosted, and participated in, the 2005 Women’s European Cricket Championships, defeating both Ireland and Scotland, and ultimately finishing 3rd. Though Wales finally had international cricketing representation, the competition turned out to be a one-off, with Wales now still competing in the English domestic scene. Any Welsh women

looking to play on the international stage must be content to represent England. Just like the brief escapades of Wales’ men, however, what this proves is the abundance of Welsh cricketing talent, and the very real potential to compete as Wales internationally. But whilst this continues to seem unlikely, another area of interest for both Welsh men and women were the 2018 plans for a new ECB limited-overs competition, with Glamorgan awarded a franchise. The main selling point of The Hundred, named for its casual-targeted novel 100-ball format, is that the competition’s eight franchises would encompass several traditional counties, whilst also having both a men’s and women’s team. Glamorgan’s side, based in Cardiff and named ‘Welsh Fire’, curiously also represents the nearby English counties of Gloucestershire and Somerset. Supporters of the latter are (theoretically) expected to support a team, which despite ostensibly representing their English counties, is marketed exclusively as Welsh, complete with red uniforms, a name evoking a Welsh dragon, and a logo displaying the side’s Welsh name of ‘Tân Cymreig’. This is reminiscent of the choice presented to Welsh fans internationally, with the team representing ‘England and Wales’ being England in all but name (and name as well), though it should be noted that only 2 of the 36 current Welsh Fire players are actually Welsh. Regardless, one former Somerset player noted that '[spectators] do feel a bit alienated in the West Country of England’, and that few fans would ‘[cross] the bridge to watch Welsh Fire playing in Cardiff'. At one stage the ECB, in seeking broader appeal, even considered changing the name from ‘Welsh’ to ‘Western’. Many might feel, therefore, that while the ECB are happy to commodify Welshness for commercial benefit, this faux-nationalism is strictly contained, and is utilised only as long as it makes business sense. Perhaps influencing the ECB’s thinking were the
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initial plans for the women’s side to play games in Somerset and Gloucestershire, meaning the possibility of a ‘Welsh’ team playing home games in England (as England do in Cardiff). In any case, COVID-19 scuppered these plans, with the ‘Welsh’ name ultimately retained and both sides remaining in Cardiff. Notably, the choice presented to Welsh cricket fans continuously is, when reversed, considered unfair. This may be due to Wales still, despite their integration in English domestic cricket, being seen as the ‘other’ for many English fans. It may also reveal persisting weakness in Welsh nationalism within cricketing, with fans of other nations less likely to accept similar circumstances. Regardless, it is clear that, for both men and women, Wales’ long-term cricketing future looks inextricably tied the ECB, with few seeming unhappy at this prospect.

Conclusion

In conclusion, questions surrounding Welsh national identity and cricket are unendingly complex. Welsh cricket has a history second only to its birthplace of England, being the oldest team sports in Wales and is consistently one of the nation’s most popular summer pastimes. Wales also possesses a first-class team in Glamorgan, and continues to produce remarkable talent. And yet, particularly in the context of sport being a vector for nationalism in post-devolution Wales, it is surely one of the most curious cases of a lack of representation in sport. The elite origins of cricket, the exclusion of the lower-classes, and the popular imagining of the Welsh as more suited to combative sports are all elements which play a part, but, ultimately, it is difficult to ignore that Glamorgan are the biggest obstacle to the creation of a Welsh national side, with Welsh cricket, in a sense, a victim of its own success. Had Glamorgan been less accomplished, then Wales would be free to form an independent cricketing body and apply for ICC associate membership, just as their neighbours have successfully done. And though they may have less cricketing pedigree than Wales, many might argue that Wales following in their footsteps and standing on its own, despite loss of ECB funding, would be worthwhile in order to one day compete on the international stage. Though many connected with Glamorgan, including former
players, understandably feel that their club is the national team, that they must continuously justify this position (e.g. by likening England to a representative British/Irish side) essentially proves that this is not the case. As Johnes notes, ‘Welsh sport has consistently required fans and players to make such rationalisations about their national identity, even if only subconsciously’.  

And, as noted, perhaps the most crucial difference between Glamorgan and a national side is the lack of a rivalry with England. Holden argues that Wales’ relationship to England is crucial to Welsh national identity, since ‘one of the defining characteristics of the Welsh is the sharing of a common ethnic boundary’, and England’s annexation of Wales and measures taken to eradicate the Welsh language have ‘not only [defined] Wales and the Welsh but also England and the English’. Essentially, Wales being separate (and rival) to England is an intrinsic part of Welsh identity, and when this is missing, or, worse, when Wales is viewed as an English appendage, it has a tangible effect. This is overwhelmingly true of cricket, which may ultimately explain why the sport (despite its popularity) has never achieved the recognition that, for example, rugby does as symbolic of Welshness. And whilst Glamorgan frequently does take on and defeat English opponents in domestic competition, cricket’s upper-class Welsh origins mean that, unlike in rugby where the very different roots of the sport in Wales and England ‘added a touch of social friction to national contests with the old enemy’, these games might reasonably appear to be ones contested amongst peers, without that same sense of friction (social or cultural).

Instead Welsh cricket has a peculiar role, both popular and disregarded, a niche curiosity and beloved game. In some ways, it is emblematic of a large part of Wales’ history and identity. While Scotland and Ireland have arguably always managed to maintain a higher degree of
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separateness from England, Wales was simply absorbed politically and legally, its identity obscured for a large portion of its history, both an accepting and unwilling hostage of its neighbour. Even on the Union flag or Royal coat of arms Scotland and Ireland find themselves included (though subservient to England), whereas Wales’ presence is simply assumed. If England are represented, then, by proxy, so too are Wales. And perhaps rugby and cricket represent two differing elements of Welsh identity. Both popular sports originating with the English elite, but where the former has been reimagined as Wales’ national sport, a game representing the industry, community and togetherness of a small nation punching above its weight on the world stage, and as an opportunity to defeat their arrogant English neighbours,¹⁴⁸ the latter represents the willingness of Wales to act within Britain, still acknowledging their Celtic roots, but ultimately happy to accept their ‘Britishness’ as long as they are permitted to take part.

¹⁴⁸ Johnes, “Every day when I wake up I thank the Lord I’m Welsh”: Sport and national identity in post-war Wales’, p. 59.
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